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Abstract:- Template matching technique equates portion of input character images versus trained character images, Where Convolution is one of the method in template matching. This convolution technique can be used to recognize images, scanned documents and even handwritten scripts. In this work convolution is used to recognize the handwritten numerals of Kannada by using pen, pencil, sketch and machine printed digits. The convolution method is used to differentiate 2000 numerals based on style, strokes, texture, thinness, thickness, darkness and even fonts size. The steps involved in convolution for template matching are Scanning of handwritten document to get preprocessed binarized noise free images. In the next step comparison will takes place between input and template images which is totally depend upon correlation between the two. If the correlation is high matching is successful between handwritten written numeral images and trained images. The average set gives out 86.28% matching efficiency. By comparing all the results which is obtained from the work reveals that sketch handwritten is the suitable than pencil and pen in template matching.
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1. Introduction
Kannada is the official language of the south Indian state of Karnataka, is spoken by about 60 million people. And it is originated southern Brahma lipi during Asoka period. The Kannada rudiments were originated from the Kadamba and Chalaukya scripts which are used in fifth and seventh centuries A.D. Kannada language is different from other Indian languages there is no line which connect all characters. In Kannada all the characters are isolated from each other. Kannada script is more complex due bearing of compound characters. Due to which segmentation is tough. And here no possibility of upper or lower case as in English. There are total 51 main characters out of which 16 are vowels and 35 are consonants. And even it has numerals form 0 to 9. And all character is similar and changes in its strokes [1]

The main intention is to produce a system that recognizes the character by using “quantification of the character into mathematical vector entity using the geometrical properties of the character image”.

These recognized patterns used in airport, banking sector, post offices and recognition is also done using template matching method which is based on image processing. In which each numeral is matched with trained or template images depending on which numerals may be recognized.

Only few works related to Kannada numeral recognition is done based on “Selection of a feature extraction method”. Different characteristics extraction methods have been developed for numerals belong to different Indian scripts. “Three different types of characteristics, namely, density features, moment features and descriptive component features are used”.

2. Block Diagram of Numeral Recognition Steps
Kannada hand written numeral recognition involves image input, where the input image is converted into digital image. And it is given as a input to MATLAB which results in the Preprocessing step, which involves procedures for smoothing, enhancing, and filtering, and it is given to the proposed method. In this proposed method using template matching which recognizes the character and gives output.

The detailed steps involved in numeral recognition is shown in figure.2

Figure.2 Block Diagram of Numeral Recognition Steps

3. Methodology
In this methodology, the following cases were carried out using pen, pencil, sketch and printed images. Firstly the Kannada numerals from 0-9 are written on a paper using pencil by 200 samples (peoples). And these papers are scanned using scanner and converted into digital image such as jpeg. Now these images are imported in MATLAB and there is a program written in MATLAB which preprocesses the image. After preprocessing, line and character segmentation is done and each character is matched with trained character. Unknown input characters are converted into machine readable form i.e. Kannada numerals converted into English numerals.
Now similarly on the same basis the Kannada numeral for 200 people for Pencil, Sketch pen as well machine printed is carried out in MATLAB.

4. Result And Discussions

In this work experiments were carried out with database containing 2000 handwritten Kannada digits. There were 200 people of different age groups and from various fields such as business, education, industry, service, also from the students of English & Kannada medium. Each of them has written digits from 0 to 9. As discussed in this project, because of writing style and size of the digits will vary from person to person, hence it is challenging to get 100% accuracy.

From the handwritten Kannada numeral using pencil obtained result is 82.36%, for pen it is 88.01%, for sketch 93.71% accuracies, for grid (sketch) it is 86.44% and for the printed digits nearly 100% of accuracy.

It is observed from all the results that of hand written using sketch is more efficient when more compared with the pen and pencil. Which is shown in table 4.1 and graphical representation is shown in plot 4.2

4.1 Using Pencil:

For hand written Kannada numeral using pencil it is up to 82.36%. it is because of thinness and lightness of numerals by using pencil .from this technique it is not possible to achieve 100% matching accuracy. The input pencil image and its output is shown in figure.4.1 and 4.2

Input Image:

Fig.4.1 Numerals Written Using Pencil

Result:

Fig.4.2 Result for numerals written using pencil

4.2 Using Pen:

For hand written Kannada numeral using pen it is up to 88.01%. This is due to increase in thickness and increase in darkness of numerals, as compared to pencil pen hand written letters are more efficient. But still it is not possible to achieve 100% matching accuracy. Because of numerals written using pen are neither thick nor thin. The Input image written using pen and its output shown in figure.4.3 and 4.4

Input Image:

Fig.4.3 Numerals Written Using Pen

Result:

Fig.4.4 Result for Numerals Written Using Pen

4.3 Using Sketch:

For hand written Kannada numeral using sketch it is 93.71%. So as compared to pencil and pen sketch hand written is more efficient. But still 100% matching accuracy is not possible, due to uncommon shapes of hand written numerals. The Input sketch image and its output shown in figure.4.5 and 4.6

Input Image:

Fig.4.5 Numerals Written Using Sketch
Result:

Fig.4.6 Result for Numerals Written Using Sketch

4.4 Using Printed Digits:

For machine printed Kannada numeral it is nearly 100% accuracy. And because of increase in thickness and darkness of numerals using printed digits as compared with pencil, pen, and sketch matching accuracy can be increased. The input of machine printed image and its output shown in figure.4.7 and 4.8

Input Image:

Fig.4.7 Numerals Written Using Printed Digits

Result:

Fig.4.8 Result for Numerals Written Using printed digits

4.5 Using grid (sketch):

To retain part of the character, such as horizontal segmentation or vertical segmentation of character size 8X10 grids on the paper is considered. By considering this the writer wrote the numerals using sketch in specified grids, like one digit per grid. Here, 86.44% is achieved, because of some pixels in the line present between characters, hence while matching input image with template image less accuracy is obtained even though numerals written using sketch. The Input grid (sketch) image and its output shown in figure.4.9 and 4.10

Input Image:

Fig.4.9 Numerals Written Using Grid (sketch)

Result:

Fig.4.10 Result for Numerals Written Using Grid (sketch)

Table 4.1: Kannada Numbers Recognition Accuracy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kannada Numbers</th>
<th>No Of Images Tored</th>
<th>Percentage of Recognition (pencil)</th>
<th>Percentage of recognition (pen)</th>
<th>Percentage of Recognition (sketch)</th>
<th>Percentage of recognition (grid)</th>
<th>Percentage of recognition (grid)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Plot 4.2 Kannada Numerals Recognition Accuracy
5. Summary of Result

1. Average of percentage matching for Standard Type-WRITTEN Fonts: ≈100%
2. Average of percentage matching for hand WRITTEN pencil: 82.36%
3. Average of percentage matching for hand WRITTEN pen: 88.01%
4. Average of percentage matching for hand WRITTEN sketch: 93.76%
5. Average of percentage matching for hand WRITTEN sketch (grid): 86.44%

6. Conclusion

This work presented an approach for hand written Kannada numeral recognition under the method of template and convolution based on the line segmentation and horizontal projection with respect to computation time and threshold. It recognizes the hand written Kannada numbers whenever there is multiple contents in the numeral pattern and independent of size, slant, orientation, numeral gap and translation.
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